EBSCO Corporate Solutions provides premium content and resources to help employees advance their research and make informed decisions. Our wide variety of products work together to provide a seamless and customized experience for users.

- Proprietary Databases
- Expert Subject Databases
- Soft Skills Development
- Software as a Service

- E-Books and Journals
- Health Care Resources
- Professional Services Support
Proprietary Databases

Corporate research requires reliable and trustworthy resources. With EBSCO’s proprietary databases, you will find premium information for all industries and departments – from engineering to biotechnology to competitive intelligence.

**Applied Science & Technology Source™ Ultimate**
Find full-text and indexed content that covers the full spectrum of the applied sciences and computing disciplines – from acoustics to aeronautics, neural networks to nuclear engineering.

**Biotechnology Source™**
Gain the competitive edge in your industry with Biotechnology Source, the most robust research tool on the market today. This single-search platform gives you access to thousands of full-text journals, as well as many leading industry publications and unique titles for biotechnology and pharmaceutical research.

**Business Source® Corporate Plus**
Support your company’s business research with Business Source Corporate Plus. This customizable database offers the most curated full-text business information for today’s companies, including business magazines, journals and trade publications from top publishers, plus critical news content with ongoing updates.

**Engineering Source™**
Support engineering professionals and researchers with a database that provides access to full-text journals, magazines and trade publications covering biomedical, civil, electrical, mechanical, environmental and software engineering.

**MEDLINE® Complete**
MEDLINE Complete is the ideal full-text database for biomedical and health professionals. Covering an extensive range of subjects including biomedicine, pre-clinical science, health policy development and more, MEDLINE Complete offers key content for every medical researcher.

**STM Source™**
Drive innovation in your industry with the most complete full-text database designed specifically for R&D teams, product managers and engineers. Thousands of journals, magazines and reports cover agriculture, energy, biotechnology, manufacturing and more.
Databases Created by Subject Specialists

EBSCO partners with top organizations across disciplines whose experts in the field curate and classify the most relevant material for researchers. Try them on EBSCOhost® or EBSCO Discovery Service™ for targeted results with links to related content in your collection.

**BIOSIS Previews®**
Produced by the Web of Science Group, this database covers pre-clinical and experimental research, methods and instrumentation, animal studies and more.

**FSTA® – Food Science and Technology Abstracts**
This extensive specialized database covers scientific and technological literature relating to food, drink and nutrition. It is managed by a team of expert scientists within IFIS, a not-for-profit organization with an ongoing commitment to learning and development and a reputation for scientific integrity, accuracy and excellence.

**Inspec®**
Created by the Institution of Engineering and Technology, this leading bibliographic database provides abstracts and indexing to the world's scientific and technical papers in physics, electrical engineering, electronics, communications, control engineering, computing, information technology, manufacturing, production and mechanical engineering.

**International Pharmaceutical Abstracts**
Produced by the Web of Science Group, this comprehensive database provides indexing and abstracts for pharmaceutical and medical journals published worldwide. It is essential to anyone interested in keeping abreast of today's health-related drug literature.

**Petroleum Abstracts TULSA® Database**
Stay current with Petroleum Abstracts TULSA® Database, the petroleum industry's preeminent information resource for coverage of exploration and production-related scientific and technical knowledge.

**Polymer Library**
This is the world's largest abstracts database dedicated to plastics, rubber, polymer composites and adhesives. Compiled and written by the expert team at WTI-Frankfurt digital, this database contains information from journals, conference proceedings, books and reports.

**Soft Skills Development**

Building soft skills and strengthening leadership and management skills are essential for seasoned employees as well as those just entering the workforce. The resources found in Accel5 help employees excel in the workplace.

---

**Accel5 Overview**

Accel5® helps develop critical skills in 5 minutes or less. Business book summaries, videos and articles from top business thinkers will help employees keep up with the latest business trends and accelerate their careers.

**Accel5 Business Book Summaries**

Text and audio summaries of thousands of business books help you build skills and keep current with best practices that can be put into practice immediately.

**Accel5 Videos**

Accel5 includes concise, actionable videos presented by the top minds in business, including best-selling authors, professors, executives and entrepreneurs. Topics include creative thinking, decision making, leadership, teamwork, working remotely and hundreds more.

**Accel5 Corporate Services**

The resources in Accel5 seamlessly integrate into your company’s learning management system and feature Competency Mapping to your company’s specific instructional requirements.

**Accel5 Resources from HBR Press**

Accel5 also includes hundreds of best-selling business e-books from Harvard Business Review including the HBR Must Read series, HBR Guides and HBR Emotional Intelligence series.
Stacks
Build and customize a highly intuitive portal. Stacks increases usage of professional development and research content by allowing users to search all your resources at once, including subscription services, content you create, open content and more.

OpenAthens
Utilize secure single sign-on technology to simplify access to your organization’s electronic resources. With a single username and password, your users get access to all your digital content, whenever they want and wherever they are.

EBSCO Discovery Service™ (EDS)
With EDS, your employees can use a single search box to surface content from nearly all your e-resources, regardless of publisher. It utilizes metadata from the content you own to enhance search, anticipates the user’s information needs, and delivers the right content quickly.

Perpetua
Provide long-term digital preservation and archiving for your research data, administrative records and special collections. Perpetua collects, preserves, safeguards and provides access to your data while meeting compliance and regulatory requirements.

Code Ocean
Create, share, execute and publish computational code and data. Code Ocean provides an umbrella of tools for researchers to save time and do work in one place, while institutions can readily collect and preserve outputs and understand their impact.

protocols.io
Develop and organize research methods with protocols.io, so researchers can collaboratively create, manage and share research methods, while institutions can collect the research methods, understand their impact and improve their discoverability.

Software as a Service
The SaaS products for research are designed to bring together the best in content, technology and user experience to transform the way research gets done.
E-Books and Journals

These resources are the perfect complement to EBSCO Corporate Solutions databases – providing users with the full spectrum of corporate research content.

**EBSCO eBooks™**

*EBSCO eBooks* offers a wide variety of e-books for use in the corporate setting with topics ranging from marketing, finance, supply chain management, and entrepreneurship, to career growth, personal development, communication, and networking so there’s something for everyone. Ask an EBSCO representative about the growing collection of DRM-free e-books that offer a flexible, easy-to-use experience with no sign-in required; no restrictions on printing, saving or downloading; and no limits on compatible devices or apps.

**Journal Subscription Services**

EBSCO provides subscription management services for e-journals, e-packages, magazines and more. EBSCO maintains the most complete and accurate title file in the industry with more than 385,000 titles from more than 128,000 publishers worldwide. *EBSCONET®* Subscription Management simplifies each step of the subscription management process – title selection, ordering, e-access, activation, claims, renewals, and evaluation – all within a single platform.

**EBSCO Audiobooks™**

Audiobooks continue to be the fastest growing segment of the publishing industry, and EBSCO is proud to offer your institution access to more than 180,000 selections from top authors like Michelle Obama and Kamala Harris on key topics such as leadership, team building and more. Audiobooks allow busy professionals to gain a new perspective or delve deeper into an industry subset while multi-tasking and commuting.

**Flipster® Digital Magazines**

Business magazines are a reliable source of news and information and provide a trustworthy alternative to a Google search. *Flipster* delivers more than 1,300 popular magazines including top picks like *TIME, Bloomberg Businessweek, Fast Company*, and more that employees can access from their laptops or mobile devices. Plus, *Flipster* offers stress-reducing resources such as adult coloring books that employees will find relaxing, enjoyable and a welcome break from workplace stress.
Health Care Solutions

EBSCO offers a variety health care solution that supply users with access to current, evidence-based clinical content covering a wide array of specialties and subject matter. These solutions are designed to enhance clinical decision support, aid in clinical research and support shared decision making.

**DynaMed®**

*DynaMed* is an evidence-based clinical information resource designed to provide busy clinicians with the information they need, when, where and how they need it, supporting clinical decision making and improving patient outcomes. With *DynaMed* you can read what the physicians read and stay current with the latest clinical evidence.

**DynaMed® and Micromedex® with Watson™**

*DynaMed* and *Micromedex with Watson* seamlessly combines the clinical expertise and extensive, curated disease content of *DynaMed*, with the comprehensive view into treatment options, depth and breadth of drug information and AI search capabilities of IBM *Micromedex*, to provide users with evidence-based insights for optimal clinical decision making which can lead to improved patient outcomes.

**Isabel Symptom Checker**

*The Isabel Symptom Checker* is a unique and powerful “digital front door” for health systems and payer organizations designed to empower health care consumers in their networks. Our tool allows members in your network to describe in their own words why they are seeking care, explore evidence-based information on possible conditions and be directed to the appropriate care based on their acuity.

**Dynamic Health™**

*Dynamic Health* is an evidence-based tool designed to help nurses and allied health professionals master critical skills, obtain fast answers to questions and foster a culture of evidence-based practice and critical thinking leading to improved patient care.

**MyHealthDecisions™**

*MyHealthDecisions* offers a robust collection of tools to enable patients and providers to have meaningful and informed shared decision-making conversations leading to improved outcomes and higher patient satisfaction. The content covers a variety of specialties and is designed to be easily digestible for the patient or health plan member.
EBSCO Professional Services Support can become your extended staff.

Our Team
We can help with project design, project management and resource implementation for content integration, user experience, and streamlined authentication.

User Experience
Once we understand your user experience (UX) needs, we can provide custom solutions, build subject-specific portals using the Stacks platform, and host design and user interface consultations to enhance your existing products to meet UX needs.

Content Integration
We consult on and will work closely with your staff to implement a variety of content integration strategies based on your organization’s workflow needs across any industry, department, and user persona.

Streamlined Authentication
In support of a remote workforce and mobile access, EBSCO offers multiple authentication strategies to ensure secure and streamlined access to your organization’s online solutions.
To learn more about EBSCO Corporate Solutions, visit our [website](http://www.ebsco.com/corporations) or give us a call.

- [www.ebsco.com/corporations](http://www.ebsco.com/corporations)
- (978) 356-6500 or (800) 653-2726